Kennedy supports stricken students

Grady student Shakar Dalal, chairman of the International Students Emergency Coordinating Committee, charge discriminating practices against foreign students by the Students Emergency Coordinating Committee.

The committee's campaign for funds is one of public appeal, both in and outside the community in order to make their plight known. Dalal urged all students interested in assisting the committee through either contributions or donating time, to contact Chris Ad Gilles at 664-4116. Mary Ann Connolly at 664-4116 or Pete Evans in the ASI office.
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'Superstar' featured in chorus and orchestra concert tonight.

The emphasis will be on musical variety for the entire family when the Summer Chorus and Summer Orchestra of this college combine their talents for a concert tonight. Admission to the program, which is scheduled for 8 p.m. in the College Theatre, will be free.

Selections from the popular rock opera "Jesus Christ, Superstar" will be featured during the concert, according to John R. Russell, director of the chorus, and Clifton E. Swanson, who directs the orchestra.

Also programmed are Randy's "Royal Fireworks" and "'Tales Triste" by Debello.

---

Why pay more? Save at Roy's Sav-Mor Service Station

Ethyl 29.9 Gallon, all Major oil 90c a quart. Discount oil 49c a quart

1101 Laurel Lane
Down the street from Laurel Lane

The army was never like this

Of course we can't replace good ole Mom but even she would be impressed with our food service.

TROPICANA VILLAGE

Come on over and try a meal then look over our concept of student living

TROPICANA—ISLANDER—VALENCIA

---

SLO's 1st Year
All Around
Sports Shop

---

FISCHER SKI
Open it Wide

To what extent do you feel the American students should help out the foreign students?

(Continued from page 1)

The college can negotiate rentals for these 13 specific items. The other item—consulting contracts, "frankly does not pose a big problem for us," said Landreth.

All service agreements over $5,000, such as typewriter repairs, are now critically reviewed, and white not frozen they are "more or less critical," said Don Vert, purchasing officer.

Three critical shortages in the budget are communications, which includes telephone and postage. The original request was reduced, then telephone and postage went up. The fund shortage is estimated to be $1,800.

Utilities were also going up at the time of the freezes, but the college may be a 60-day breather for the budget.

Another cause of shortages was an overstatement of income from foreign students and new student identification fees.

Dean Landreth non-student, Santa Barbara stockbroker

The foreign student can carry back a realistic picture of America to his country. If he has the interest and intrigue, and the qualifications to come to school here, I think we should help him in every way we can.


"I don't think they should be helped. Their government should help them if they want to come to school here."

Mills Church P.E. Sr.

"I think we do have a responsibility to them. A 5% per cent increase in one year seems like a pretty steep increase. We owe them some support, but I don't know to what extent."

Jean Johnstone ABM Jr.

"I think their continuance here is essential to the college. One way we could make up the tuition difference is to use student body funds."

Dean Thompson Math. Sr.

"They shouldn't help out at all. It wouldn't be too bad an idea if we didn't have any foreign students because we send out enough foreign aid for them to build their own college."

Jim Thompson Soc. Sci. Sr.

"I know what I would do. I think it's unfair and I'd protest through the right channels. In the USSR they have 13 foreign students for every 1 we have. If we're trying to be number one, we sure blew it."

IT class is basic auto  for women

Consumer Auto for Women is for any female who doesn't know even the basics about the car she's driving. Listed under Industrial Technology all the classes has about 15 or 20 students, and has a three hour lab. It's good because women have a good chance in a service job.

EASY, RIDER!

If you still haven't made up your mind about housing—bike, car, or truck on over to "the village" and look around—see if you agree with our concept of student living. 55 North Broad Street TROPICANA VILLAGE TROPICANA-ISLAND-VALENCE
Students who think of quality first think first of Ross Jewelers

DIAMOND RINGS

799 Higuera Street
Phone 543-8264
San Luis Obispo

In our society, every man has one, but just maybe the young will rally to support a unanimous cause, whatever it might be: ecology, meditation, drug reform, complete re-cycling, anarchy or street fighting.

Stage is set

by Grill Boyce
Staff Writer

The stage is set. The bike lanes have been painted, computers programmed, housing made ready. The start of another Fall Quarter will soon be upon us.

The roles have been cast. The administration trying to keep things tidy and neat at this model campus, while fighting for survival, alighted by Reagan's budget and capacity enrollment. The progressive Associated Students are pushing for reform and new priorities, while strangled by a budget from last year, reflecting last years priorities.

A subtle ingredient has been added to the melting pot. The enactment of the 18 year old vote.

WATER BEDS

ALL SIZES—LOWEST PRICES—10 YEAR GUARANTEE

Kings-122 Queens-120 Singles-HB Pads—$0 LIners—$0
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CHARLIE'S

1401 Broad St. 543-1277

COMPLETE YOUR FALL HOUSING PLANS YET?

If not, why not visit "THE VILLAGE" and see what our concept of student housing has to offer—it's YOUR dollar

TROPICANA VILLAGE

TROPICANA ISLANDER VALENCIA

55 S Broad St. 543-2300
Dear Student:

Stenner Glen is pleased to announce the availability of a large number of private sleeping and study rooms, grouped in suites with fewer people.

We have also revised our rates for the fall. Some single rooms are now offered to you at lower cost.

Many of you have indicated that privacy and price are the prime considerations in your housing needs. This extra privacy advantage and lower cost, along with our location adjacent to campus, make Stenner Glen an outstanding housing value.

Our new Director of Student Development will be joining the staff from Oregon State University. He brings additional experience from Humboldt State College in one of the most successful and satisfying student housing programs in the country. We expect that he will help make this an exciting year at the Glen.

Please write, call, or drop by for a new contract if you are interested in any of these different accommodations.

P.S. If you are planning to live in an apartment next year, watch for our announcement of new meal plans for non-residents in the fall. The prices will create low-cost options and flexibility for persons who want occasional ample, tasty cooked meals--as a supplement to their own apartment fare.

Sincerely,

Jeff Byrnes
Manager
Extension classes for Fall Quarter opens in central coast communities

This college's extension classes for Fall Quarter will open in nine central coast area communities the week of September 20-24.

Cost for the self-supporting courses is $12.70 per quarter unit. Fees are slightly higher for laboratory and activity courses.

These and other courses are described in a 16-page bulletin published by the school. Copies of this free pamphlet may be obtained by writing "Extension, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Ca, 93401" or phoning 606-846-2053.

Save a 'poppy' action begins

California's state flower, the golden poppy, may be a vanishing breed. However, if the California State Parks Foundation gets your help in its efforts to save one of the last fields still remaining, the golden poppy will not be just a thing of the past.

The foundation has started a drive to purchase 700 acres of wild poppy fields in the Antelope Valley of Los Angeles County. Five dollars will buy 300 square feet and $625 will save an acre.

Contributions to "save a poppy" may be sent to the California State Parks Foundation, 116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 94104.
Endless Summer' tonite

Searching for the perfect wave, Bruce Brown, a young California surfer, and two of his protegees take off on a surf odyssey around the world, which is recorded on film in the "Endless Summer," a movie of the week at this college.

Brown and his companions experience such things as being the first humans to ride the waves in Ghana, hitch-hiking a ride with an African game hunter across the desert to Cape St. Francis, riding a wave that carried them so long it couldn't be recorded in one shot, riding waves out to sea in Tahiti, and finally riding the 40-foot Pipe Line waves in Hawaii.

Brown narrates throughout the film, which gives a sort of high-comedy effect and lets non-surfers in on what is going on. Thus, even those people who don't surf will probably like this combination documentary-comedy-sports-adventure-youth-surfing film.

As Judith Crist, of the NBC Today Show said about the movie, it is "guaranteed not only to explain but also to endear surfing and surfers to the sourest old desert rat among us."

The dim, directed, written, edited and produced by Bruce Brown, has won three awards—Ten Best of the Year, Joseph Morganeum, and Newsweek.

It will be shown tonight at 8 p.m. in Room 208 of the CU. Price is $.50 and the final chapters of Flash Gordon's Trip to Mars will also be shown.

IF YOUR APARTMENT IS DULL AND GETS YOU DOWN,
COME SEE US. WE HAVE:

ET CETERA
San Luis Obispo's Original and Foremost Gift and Decor Boutique
Downtown 851 Higuera

ET CETERA
San Luis Obispo's Original and Foremost Gift and Decor Boutique
Downtown 851 Higuera

Annual progress report:
was a very good year

The following are excerpts from the annual progress report of this school.

The 1970-71 fiscal year appears to have been very beneficial for this campus, with the total enrollment for Fall 1970, 12,386, being a 48 per cent increase over the 1967 figure of 8,360. 7,000 students from this campus constituted the 28,000 total population of San Luis Obispo.

An increase in community relationships occurred during the year between the students and the citizens of San Luis Obispo. Several held, such as the possibility of initiating a mass transportation program with the assistance of the federal Department of Transportation.

As an experimental Summer Reading Program was put into effect. The program was planned and advertised with 19 courses offered.

An Ethnic Studies Department was established in the school of Human Development and Education. An Ethnic Studies teaching minor has been approved for implementation this coming year with a core of seven units and 23 additional units to be selected in consultation with the Ethnic Studies advisor.

This college's Computer Center processed 186,730 jobs during the year, twice the volume of the previous year.

TROPICANA VILLAGE
TROPICANA—ISLANDER—VALENCIA

Come on over and take a look at our ideas on student housing. It's your dollar—you decide where to spend it.
Bike rip-offs

Sure you know where yours is?

by Juanna Wilms
staff writer

About the hottest item going this summer has been ten-speed bicycles. This work not from the local bike shops, but from campus Chief Security Officer George Cockriel.

According to Cockriel, campus bike thefts this summer has averaged one or two per week. But compared with the latter part of Spring Quarter when ten-speeds were going at one per day, this is a real improvement. Apparently the thief aren't too particular where they get their bikes because the thefts have occurred all over campus.

Cockriel said overall, "This has been a real good summer." When asked for an interview about crime on the campus, he response with "What crime?" He said outside of a couple of room thefts, saying "undesirables" to leave campus, and the bicycle thefts, this has been a quiet summer.

In view of the national trend toward ten-speed bicycle rip-off, Cockriel has taken it upon himself to offer the students cycle protection, come fall. The Security Dept. has ordered tamper-proof decals that cyclists can receive in exchange for a few minutes of their time.

The first week of Fall Quarter cyclists are encouraged to come to the campus Security office and register their bikes. The serial number will be kept on file, and the students will receive stickers, showing that their bikes have been registered.

Cockriel emphasized that he did not wish to cut down on the cyclist freedom and anonymity; only on the bicycle rip-offs.

The stickers are free, and are simply an insurance measure designed to save the student the possible loss of his means of transportation and $100 or more.

College to receive VW motor

A new fuel injection engine will be presented to this school next Wednesday, September 8, by Volkswagen of America. The presentation will be at 10 a.m. in Shop 5 in the Agricultural Complex.

Through computerization the each unique engine burns fuel more efficiently by monitoring the amount of fuel used. Because it cuts down on waste released into the air the engine is a major contribution to the fight against pollution.

This is the first time that an engine of this type has been donated to any school in the nation.
The 1971 Week of Welcome will soon be here. The plans are falling into place. Headed by WOW Board Chairman Bob Erickson the two programs of WOW, Camp and Campus are shaping up. WOW Camp, headed by Carmen Sacco, has around 400 applicants to date with more applications coming in every day. Camp consists of two nights and three days at one of two Cambria camp sites, Ocean Pine and Pine Crest. The cost of Camp is $38. Matt Philippe heads the other side of the WOW program, Campus. This includes meetings, brunches, dances, workshops, movies, and sports.

The 10-day activities will begin September 17 when the campers begin to arrive. The first group of campers will leave for Camp that evening. Also that evening there will be a seven and 10 showing of the movie "Rachel, Rachel" and an 8:30 dance. Saturday features a reception for the parents with President Robert Kennedy hosting. In the evening students will meet some of the faculty members in the faculty-home visits. Sunday the first campers return and the second group leaves. Another movie that night, this time "Hotel", and another 8:30 dance. Monday will be filled with meetings and group discussions. There will be more faculty-home visits that evening.

Tuesday the students will be introduced to Poly Canyon. The second group of campers will be returning, also. Wednesday is reserved for new students who will be on Wednesday, September 21, so there will be no scheduled activities. However, there will be various games of football, baseball, and pool. The swimming pool will be open and WOW participants will be able to bowl at a discount. During the evening there will be a residence hall meeting, a homecoming and a glowing night in Chumash Hall.

On Thursday at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. the Committee Workshop, an offering of the improvisational group from San Francisco called the Committee, will give a reading and a film. The reading and film will be shown at 11 p.m. on Thursday night.

On Friday WOW groups will be meeting, there will be a Poly Grove brunch and at 7:30 and 10 that evening the Committee workshop will perform.

The football game of the season will be on Saturday the 25th against the University of Montana, followed by an aftergame dance. And to end the hectic week, a quiet Sunday evening designated as church night, to introduce the newcomers to the various churches in the community.

"Cal Poly" JACKETS

Available in S, M, L, XL. $29.95

*CAL POLY STUDENTS*

BE SURE AND ASK FOR YOUR DISCOUNT

CASES FOR GREATER SAVINGS

1819 Morey Street
San Luis Obispo 543-9792

The Tropicana food service welcomes the public to their full-service unlimited portion cafeteria. You can now dine at Trop on a single-meal basis whenever you wish, with no restrictions or gimmicks. One low price per meal enables you to eat as much of everything, including the main dish, as you want.

Why not hop in the Trop bus and head over to 55 N. Broad Street in San Luis Obispo for the finest in prepared meals at prices students can afford. You'll be glad you did!

MONDAY-FRIDAY

Breakfast 7 a.m.-8 a.m. $1.00
Lunch 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. $1.20
Dinner 5:15 p.m.-6:30 p.m. $1.60

SATURDAY

Brunch 10 a.m.-11 a.m. $1.00
Steak Barbeque Dinner

SUNDAY

4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. $2.25

Brunch 10 a.m.-11 a.m. $1.00

Dinner 4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. $1.60

Quarter Meal Cards Available at $210.00
Tropicana now offers a dinner-only meal card. Dinner Monday through Friday only $75 quarter
and $70 quarter

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

at WHOLESALE PRICES

TV-RADIO-Stereo-Hi-Fi Parts

picture tubes—television & radio tubes & parts
phone needles—recording tape—test equipment
tests—citizen's band equipment—antennas—marsh
radio—changers—speakers—enclosures
Sam's photo facts & technical books

SONY TAPE RECORDERS, TV's, RADIOS

MID STATE
Electronic Supply Inc.

543-2770

1441 Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo

The concert ended with a song of challenges to those who were listening: "Bear down the wall—
we must build a new house—a place where the Lord can dwell..."
WILLIAM BROS. MARKETS

Watch for Williams Bros. Ed. Head Office

FREE-FREE
12" Portable
R.C.A.T.V. SET
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Just Fill In The Attached Blank & Deposit At Williams Bros.
Drawing held Sat. Oct. 16th — 2 p.m.
At Williams Bros. Foothill Mkt.
OS MKTS.

POLY

Eating Contest Oct. 9th

BOG

"MEDIUM
SIZE"

SPARE
RIBS

LB. $49c

8 OZ.
FOREMOST
YAMI
YOGURT

5 FOR $1

GALLON
MOUNTAIN GOLD
WINES
(Your choice)

$1.59
Regular
$1.79

Red Mountain Wine (bottle) $1.99

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
WILLIAMS BROS. MARKETS
WIN A PRIZE!

PLEASE PRINT
NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

CITY

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
WINNERS NEED NOT BE PRESENT

COUPON
TRIPLE
BLUE CHIP STAMPS

WITH THIS COUPON & PURCHASE EXCLUDING FLUID MILK PRODUCTS, LIQUEUR & TOBACCO

$1

(LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER)
COUPON EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY SEPT. 26TH
WILLIAMS BROS. COUPON

AD PRICES EFFECTIVE WED. SEPT. 1st — SUN. SEPT. 26th

CLIP THE COUPONS BELOW & SAVE

VALUABLE COUPON

SliCED BACON 59c

COUPON EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY SEPT. 26th
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
WILLIAMS BROS. COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

ROSEMARY GRADE "AA" (WITH COUPON)

LARGE EGGS 39c

COUPON EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY SEPT. 26th
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
WILLIAMS BROS. COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

GRANNY GOOSE - 12oz. (WITH COUPON)

POTATO CHIPS 39c

COUPON EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY SEPT. 26th
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
WILLIAMS BROS. COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

12 OZ. CANS
DIXIE COLA 39c

COUPON EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY SEPT. 26th
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
WILLIAMS BROS. COUPON
Photo winners

The winners of the Camera Club photo contest were announced last week. The first place award of $50 went to Tom Nelson of Cambria for his double exposure "War Era". Jim Claus of San Luis Obispo took second place with his "Cart". "Cows" was the third place winner entered by Steven Hamer of San Luis Obispo.

The first and second place winners were members of the Campus Camera Club. Hamer is a non-member.

Only black-and-white prints were accepted, being 8x10 inches or larger. Entrants were limited to five prints each.

The three winning entries and the nine honorable mentions' photographs are on display in C12OP until Sept. 9.

Dumke fills vacant spot

Governor Ronald Reagan announced three weeks ago the appointment of Dr. Glenn Dumke, chancellor of the California State Colleges, to the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). He will fill the unexpired term of Dr. William J. Teague. Dr. Teague resigned. The term ends October, 1971.

WICHE is a non-profit organization created by the thirteen western states to improve the quality of education beyond high school, expand educational opportunities, coordinate and expand interstate and interinstitutional cooperative programs, and to raise the public level of understanding of the role of higher education.

Each state has three commissioners and donates $15,000 each year to finance general activities.

Dumke's appointment will have no effect on his position as chancellor other than being another responsibility. His appointment is subject to Senate confirmation.
We know there are a lot of different ideas on student housing. Some are great and some are all wet. We think our concept in student living has a lot to offer. So ...........

**COME OUT**

**WEEK OF WELCOME**

You Have to Tast Our Hamburgers

All our burgers are 100 per cent beef

¼ lb. hamburger 55 cents

Plain burger 5 for $1 or 25 cents each

We also have taco, taquitos, & burritos

Come Come Come We're here everyday rain or shine.

only at

**SPEEDY BURGER**

Weekly 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. Fri & Sat 2 a.m.

AT SANTA ROSA & FOOTHILL
Ranching and

by John Spliter

Frequently those shopping for produce in supermarkets throughout the SLO area come across little signs above fruit and vegetables like reading "COLLEGE GROWN CORN" or "CAL POLY FRUIT."

More often than not the purchaser assumes that the product was grown for a class assignment, and doesn't realize that he's in contact with one of this college's most unique educational programs.

All college-grown vegetables and fruit found in local markets that are sold through the college store on campus are student-grown, but are in no way connected with a class assignment.

Agricultural Enterprise Program

This college's Agricultural Enterprise Program is probably the closest thing to actual ranching or farming that any college

Each project usually has two or three students behind it. The student partners are required to submit a detailed plan of action for their project, which, once approved, enables them and the Foundation to enter into a contract outlining both the college and students' responsibilities.

The Foundation finances all feed, fertilizer, seed and other costs, while the students supply the muscle and know-how. As stipulated in the contract, when the crop, livestock, milk, wool or other product is marketed, the Foundation is repaid one-third of the gross profit.

"The program is a bridge between class and commercial production," says Gary Zelders, who seeded oats last September. By duplicating conditions found in business situations, the program isn't designed to cripple its participants financially.

Each department supervises the students working within its enterprise program, but not all participants belong to the major in which they are taking a project.

Mike Wise, for example, is a senior Animal Science major, who is up to his neck in crops projects. Mike says crops are something new for him, and he's learning a lot. He indicates that, when you're raising corn, squash, and peppers simultaneously, there's not much time for anything else. "Sometimes I irrigate around the clock. In the heat we've been having, the corn needs water faster than the school equipment can supply it."

"When you make all of the decisions yourself, you've got to learn something. Has the experience taught him and his partner Charlie Niete anything? Charlie thinks so. "When you have to make all of the decisions yourself, you've got to learn something. It looks different when someone else is making the decisions."

On 13 acres of the college's rolling foothill land south of the Men's Colony, cousins Ken and Gary Zeiders seeded oats last November. Although Mother Nature played havoc with their young crop this spring—not enough rain," says Ken—the Zeiders kept at it and came off with a fair crop of hay.

Alan Blederman from the San Joaquin Valley and Las Terpslra of Washington State are Dairy Science majors, spending the summer tending for the Cheda Ranch herd.

One discovers whether he is cut out for that type of work or not...
Gurnee wants 'unpolluted city'

by Grif Boyce

Keith Gurnee is a personable young City Planning & Architecture major who successfully bid for a position on the City Council of San Luis Obispo, in the spring of 1971. He will fill this position for a 4 year term.

A very aware and interesting councilman, Keith has brought before the San Luis Obispo City Council many plans, proposals and reports which reflect his desire to keep this city beautiful and unpolluted. To reward his progressive actions, this representative receives a small monthly salary, no secretary or representative receives a small salary. Members of the council.

Initially, Gurnee researched a plan referred to as "Greenbelt," this proposal sets limits, establishes guidelines for land use in and around the city. Another big concern of this councilman is the keep of the City Council stating that not only does surface maintenance for the parking lots.

Operating expenses totaling $3,000,000 includes printing of citation and decals, supplies and services (forms, paint, reflectors, signs, blanket top sealing oil and gravel.) Equipment expenditures totaling $7,500 includes a jackhammer which is used for surface repairs and a vacuum cleaner used for picking up trash and leaves.

Lundretch said that he anticipates a revenue of $189,497 from student parking fees this fall, but there has been a recent rise in the use of more bicycles on campus there may be a drop in this estimated figure after the start of the fall quarter.

After deducting the expenditure and 11% in debt service the net revenue is expected to be $60,176 which would be used either for helping finance a new parking lot or put into a reserve account to draw interest and used when needed.

Housing office has rental lists

The housing office in Administration 311 has a listing for off-campus rentals available to students. Students are encouraged to avail themselves of these files.

We know there are a lot of different ideas on student housing. Some are great and some are all wet. We think our concept in student living has a lot to offer. So......

COME OUT, COME OUT,

Gurnee oppose making the creek Into a "big, straightened thoroughfare." He is working within the city council on a plan referred to as "Greenbelt," this proposal sets limits, establishes guidelines for land use in and around the city. Another big concern of this councilman is the keep of the City Council stating that not only does surface maintenance for the parking lots.

Operating expenses totaling $3,000,000 includes printing of citation and decals, supplies and services (forms, paint, reflectors, signs, blanket top sealing oil and gravel.) Equipment expenditures totaling $7,500 includes a jackhammer which is used for surface repairs and a vacuum cleaner used for picking up trash and leaves.

Lundretch said that he anticipates a revenue of $189,497 from student parking fees this fall, but there has been a recent rise in the use of more bicycles on campus there may be a drop in this estimated figure after the start of the fall quarter.

After deducting the expenditure and 11% in debt service the net revenue is expected to be $60,176 which would be used either for helping finance a new parking lot or put into a reserve account to draw interest and used when needed.

Housing office has rental lists

The housing office in Administration 311 has a listing for off-campus rentals available to students. Students are encouraged to avail themselves of these files.

We know there are a lot of different ideas on student housing. Some are great and some are all wet. We think our concept in student living has a lot to offer. So......

COME OUT, COME OUT,

For Your Enjoyment
The College Dining Hall Offers Two Meal Plans - Featuring: ECONOMY CONVENIENCE LONGER SERVING HOURS

Bakery items daily from our own bake shop Wide variety - high quality - ample servings To satisfy the college student's appetite

ECONOMY PLAN (19 meals per week or 9000 per quarter)

PURCHASE YOUR MEAL TICKET FOR THE FALL QUARTER NOW...

Available at the College Union Cashier's Office also Purchase can be made on the Registration Line, September 22 or 24.
The Temptations will perform for Oct. 30 Homecoming

Organic food craze hits SLO

by Randy Fry
Staff Writer

"Most of what people eat in this country is so unhealthy, it's crazy. People just don't pay attention to what they eat, and when you say to me 'health food,' I can only reply, 'what else is there?'"

Ten-year misfit finally comes up with album hit

by Steve Gale
KCFR Music Director

This week, KCPR looks at Hadley Caliman, a 20-year-old jazz man who has just released his first album on Mainstream Records. Caliman leads his four-man combo with his tenor saxophone while accompaniment is provided by Bill Douglas on bass, Larry Fedorovich on piano and Clarence Section on drums. Caliman began playing the saxophone at an early age, but made some bad associates and developed a serious drug problem. "Ten years of my life—they went by as if I wasn't even there. Just in and out of trouble," he says. "What straightened me out? Well, basically the inspiration comes up with album hit for the "organic," San Luis Obispo has several establishments that sell nothing else. One has the atmosphere and look of an old-time country store. Well stocked with everything from dried fruit to fresh vegetables, it boasts a clientele as varied as the foods it offers.

"We get all kinds of people," stated Gell from behind the counter. "From freaks to businessmen who stop in for a lunch of fruit and fresh juice." Apparently business is good, they will soon have a new store downtown. A favorite and fast seller at the store is a mixture of grains, dried fruit and nuts called Granola. Made of a combination that includes such things as dates, whole wheal, nuts and almonds (there are several varieties) Granola is an alternative to the sugar-confections put out by the big cereal manufacturers.

A restaurant that features a straight all-vegetable menu, is also doing well. One middle-aged customer had this to say about eating at such a place: "I eat good food to feel good. Go to some hamburger joint and what do you get? God only knows, with a lot of grease."

In any case, the major bulk of the food produced and consumed in this country is grown with the aid of modern technology, or non-organically. The health food people claim that such methods destroy natural nutritives and add dangerous chemicals in the process, blaming them for everything from cancer to psychiatric disorders. Whatever the reasons for eating organic food, the basic premise seems to be the acceptance of a few brown spots, denial of the bigger-is-better doctrine, and eating food that is as close to Mother Nature's original as possible.

Ten-year misfit finally comes up with album hit

by Steve Gale
KCFR Music Director

This week, KCPR looks at Hadley Caliman, a 20-year-old jazz man who has just released his first album on Mainstream Records. Caliman leads his four-man combo with his tenor saxophone while accompaniment is provided by Bill Douglas on bass, Larry Fedorovich on piano and Clarence Section on drums. Caliman began playing the saxophone at an early age, but made some bad associates and developed a serious drug problem. "Ten years of my life—they went by as if I wasn't even there. Just in and out of trouble," he says. "What straightened me out? Well, basically the inspiration comes up with album hit of the Seventies as featured by Hadley Caliman.

Funds allocated by SIC

by Griff Boyce
Staff Writer

An informal, but action packed, Summer Interim Committee meeting conducted by AFI Vice President Marianne Doty reviewed the plan for a survey of the student body. Also, they expanded the Foreign Students Emergency Loan Fund by $6000, discussed the benefit concert of September 12, listened to arguments for a child day care center and finally allocated $200 to the Student Housing Service.

An unbalanced council listened to Marianne Doty's explore many possibilities concerning a registration survey to tap student opinion. Dean of students Everett Chandler stated that there is no possibility of the college library will be open during the day care center will be provided by SAC in the Fall.

The Student Housing Service got a shot in the arm due to a $200 allocation by SIC. The funds will be used to supply students with a Remasters Guide, model lease, a check list to verify conditions when moving in, and to help establish a referral system.

Library times set for finals

The college library will be open on Thursday of next week. It will be closed Monday, but will be open on the regular summer schedule (7:45 a.m. to 9 p.m.; open on the regular summer schedule (7:45 a.m. to 9 p.m.) the rest of the week and during finals.
There seems to be little doubt in the minds of Pakistani students in this school this quarter as to how the situation in their homeland exists now. The students have heard that the East Pakistanis have organized a front known as the Awami League, in its efforts for independence, had solicited the support of many of the students at Dhaka University and had also enlisted the aid of the many business men in the city of Dacca. The vice chancellor went on to explain that the majority of the fighting had been in Dacca and that the greater part of East Pakistan had not been nearly so assuated. Khan had further support of his belief that the fighting was limited to Dacca, from his experience with an East Pakistani who recently graduated and returned to his homeland.

When the fighting broke out last year, there were two East Pakistanis in attendance here. Khan and Quadri both stated that they were as close to these East Pakistanis as their fellow Westerners, and were all equally concerned about the strife in their homeland. The East Pakistanis were naturally more affected since the trouble was closer to home for them. One of the eastern students had a wife and children in an area where no had been heard last year between East and West Pakistani students.

The two Pakistans together are at times in military defense so strong to deter any thought of aggression by any of the larger powers to move in, but by themselves would be susceptible to such interference.

Many students do not want independence from West Pakistan.

The vice chancellor stated that the Awami League, in its efforts for independence, had solicited the support of many of the students at Dhaka University and had also enlisted the aid of the many business men in the city of Dacca. The vice chancellor went on to explain that the majority of the fighting had been in Dacca and that the greater part of East Pakistan had not been nearly so assuated. Khan had further support of his belief that the fighting was limited to Dacca, from his experience with an East Pakistani who recently graduated and returned to his homeland.

When the fighting broke out last year, there were two East Pakistanis in attendance here. Khan and Quadri both stated that they were as close to these East Pakistanis as their fellow Westerners, and were all equally concerned about the strife in their homeland. The East Pakistanis were naturally more affected since the trouble was closer to home for them. One of the eastern students had a wife and children in an area where no had been heard last year between East and West Pakistani students.

The two Pakistans together are at times in military defense so strong to deter any thought of aggression by any of the larger powers to move in, but by themselves would be susceptible to such interference.

The Parts House

Auto Parts & Accessories
Tool Rental
Racing Cars

566 Higuera St. 543-6944

20% Off To Cal Poly Students

ALL AUTO PARTS

1339 Monterey St.
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Always the same

Low Price at
San Luis Paint Factory
2464 Victoria at Cauley St.

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. 93401

544-7050

Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 to 9:00

Sun. 10:00 to 4:00

We know there are a lot of different ideas on student housing. Some are great and some are all wet. We think our concept in student living has a lot to offer. So COME OUT, COME OUT, COME ALL THE WAY OUT TO TROPICANA VILLAGE and decide for yourself who can offer the best learning—environment for your money TROPICANA—ISLANDER—VALENCIA
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Race partiality to football refs

by David Rechelhart

Staff Writer

Have you ever seen a black referee at one of our football games? Sure you've seen them at pro games, but I can't recall, and I doubt if you can either, any black referee at a college conference game.

Fact: No black has ever refereed a college conference football game in California. This is one finding according to an investigation recently conducted by Attorney Louie M. Thrasher, West Coast Director for the Civil Rights Division of the United States Dept. of Justice.

Why is it, no black has ever refereed? Coach Joe Harper said the referees are chosen by the conference commissioner. He has a list of 65 to 80 people that are made up of people recommended by coaches or who have applied for the job. Then the commissioner assigns them. Of the 60 or 60 on the list Harper said two or three are black.

The investigation also noted the following conferences that were investigated: California Collegiate Athletic Association, Pacific Coast Athletic Association, Southern California Athletic Association, the Pacific Eight, Western States Conference, Southern California Conference, Metropolitan Conference, South Coast Conference, Mission Conference, and the L.A., City and Southern Sections of the California Interscholastic Federation.

Federal funds supply millions of dollars to these conferences each year. Should this money be denied to those who discriminate on the basis of race?

The investigation report has already been given to the Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare for further action.

State Senator Mervyn M. Dymally said, “I will do all that I can to make sure H.E.W. acts. Their public educational institutions must learn that they have to obey the law as much as any citizen.”

Europe offers jobs and also living experience

A trip to Europe has become tangible to thousands of students willing to work for it. After working a few weeks at a European resort, hotel, or similar job students can earn enough to pay for their $88 round-trip Youth Fare offered by scheduled airlines.

Neither previous working experience nor knowledge of a foreign language are required for most jobs.

Switzerland offers jobs at resorts, hotels, restaurants, hospitals, and farms. France has grape-picking jobs, among others, and provides, along with free room and board, free wine. Germany has jobs related to the 1976 Olympics but due to a housing shortage students need to be willing to sleep under the stars.

Spain, Italy and Germany all have jobs selling English books and French crystals on a commission basis. Students have averaged about $400 to $460 per month at this job.

Students Overseas Service, SOS, provides job orientation for students. Any student may obtain an application form, job listings, and the SOS Handbook on earning a trip to Europe by sending his name, address, name of educational institution and one dollar to SOS, Box 617$, Santa Barbara, California, 93101.

For decoration, the parlor will feature student artwork. Any student wishing to display in the parlor is welcome to, according to Anderson.

The designers’ intentions for the parlor are strictly directed towards the student. It will feature carpeting, wood paneling, soft lighting and an atmosphere that suggests that the student sit down and stay awhile.

Anderson disagrees with the idea that the parlor will duplicate other campus facilities already in operation, such as the snack bar. The parlor will offer such old-fashioned concoctions as banana splits, sundae, malts and sodas.

The parlor will offer such old-fashioned concoctions as banana splits, sundaes, malts and sodas.
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The parlor will offer such old-fashioned concoctions as banana splits, sundaes, malts and sodas.
No off season for spikesters

by Rich Kape
Staff Writer

While most track enthusiasts are still watching Bobby Turner and Raymond Brown run in Europe, Steve Simms is looking to next year's squad and he thinks the results will be surprising to many experts.

The coach of the Mustang spikers says that this year's fall track program will be the first at this school in some time. "There was last year's. And all athletes would run cross country in the fall to condition themselves, this year all but the distance man will be involved in their own program of weight training and running," Simms explained this week.

Thus the cross country team may be hurting for talent as it is, unfortunately, a couple of the top performers are having problems meeting eligibility requirements.

The track squad, however, will not be lacking in stars even with the loss of Turner and Mohinder Gill, current NCAA triple jump champion. Gill will remain on campus to assist in the training program, Simms says of Gill. "Pound for pound, he is the strongest athlete in the group." Simms expects the top four jumps in Munich next year to be better than the current world record, and Gill should be "somewhere within those top four."

He also feels that Turner, currently undefeated in the 100 meters in Europe, will qualify for the Olympics, along with Brown, who was recently selected as the California Collegiate Athletic Conference "Athlete of the Year."

Brown took both the NCAA College and University Division crowns the season, setting records in both. Brown then went on to win at Pat Matsushita in the AAU competition, the week before Matsushita shattered the world's record in the high jump at the U.S.—Russia—World meet.

Brown took the back seat.

In the College Division title. This will be nothing new for Poly; they have taken six of the last four seasons. Last year the crown went to Stanford, and the Mustangs walked off second, or crawled off as the case may be. Simms was disappointed in the outcome.

"We just didn't score where I thought we would."

But Simms' surprising prediction was the Mustangs as champions of the Indoor Championships. "Last year when we checked in, all the coaches were in the lobby. When I declared (registered) Turner and Gill, there was an air of nervousness. 'What about Brown?' asked the registrar. You could have heard a pin drop. 'Scratch Brown.' There was an audible sigh. Brown had been eight days short of the one-year residence requirement.

But this year he will be there, along with the rest of the gang. Simms looks out. Poly is on the march.

Freshmen able to 'foot the ball'.

by Steve Oake

Despite the recent trend to eliminate freshman football at colleges across the country due to eligibility problems, this campus will retain its program with one exception.

Beginning this year, freshman football players here are eligible to compete on the varsity level. This, and while this may cut into the showing they can make at the varsity level, it will undoubtedly improve upon the total program itself.

According to John Crivello, head freshman coach, 30 freshmen have been working out with the varsity team since August. "These players were brought in on scholarships and have the potential to make the varsity squad," said Crivello. "We've had some good freshmen in players this year," he continued. "It's a little early to see anyone, but some have made a good showing thus far."

An additional 30 freshmen gridironers will arrive on September 30th, but Crivello does not know what their eventual standing will be. There is no definite number of freshmen that will make the varsity group, but it will depend upon the showing they can make during pre-season practice.

At the present time, the freshman team has four contests slated, twice-once there (September 21) and once here (October 12). Santa Barbara City College (October 18), and Cal Lutheran (October 29).

Two days off

Labor Day, Monday, September 6, and Admission Day, Thursday, September 8, will be official holidays for this college's students, faculty and staff.

Final examinations for the 1972-73 Summer Quarter will begin Friday, September 10 and conclude through Tuesday, September 14. Tuesday is also the final day of the Summer Quarter for students and faculty.

Graham's Landing

BRACHCOMBER RESTAURANT
DEEP-SEA FISHING TRIPS
(603) 775-7125 or 775-3200
Box 687
Harbor Bl. & Embarcadero
Marsa Bay, California

Davy Queen

Sizzle burgers
Fries & a small drink

$0.85
Mustang vacancies mean pre-season battle royals

by Steve Gale
Staff Writer

and
Phil Bromaad
Staff Photographer

Once again it's time for the grass to turn to mud as Coach Joe Harper leads Mustang footballers in pre-season practice.

The 1971 prospects are out everyday now to battle each other for the 14 vacated starting positions.

"The coaching staff is witnessing some pretty torrid competition in these early practices to see who will line up at our starting slots," Harper said.

Currently, football practice sessions are held twice daily from 9:10 to 11:10 am and from 1:10 to 1:30 pm.

Looking at personnel for 1971, southpaw Steve Bresnahan, looms as the heir apparent to career-passing and total offense record holder Don Milan, now of the Oakland Raiders.

The senior two-year letterman has waited impatiently in the wings for two years playing in the shadow of Milan and Gary Abate, the career total offense record holder until dethroned by Milan last fall.

Only three members of the pre-season number one offensive unit were starters last season. They are acrobatic pass-catching star Mike Amos at split end, tackle Jim Turner, 214, and tailback Darryl Thornes, the leading rusher in the California Collegiate Athletic Association in 1970 with 814 yards and a 5.4-yard average.

Defensively, five starters return. Senior Bob Crums, a Viet Nam veteran who manned an end position last fall, was switched to outside linebacker and was impressive in the way he took hold at the new station. Junior Tom Duggan, a 101-pounder from Bakersfield, Jim, Crums, will be at the other outside backer slot.

The strongest position on the squad appears to be the defensive secondary where three members of 1970's master bandits are back.

Returning are cornerback Gary Fascelli, who doubles as an excellent punt return man, strong safety Mike Church, and six-foot, 185-pound free safety Rick Wegis.

Wegis was under close scrutiny by the pro scouts in the spring, and one team has already advised him that he is one of its top defensive backfield prospects nationally.

Practice continues as the Mustangs prepare for their heaviest schedule in history, eleven games, beginning September 19th at Boise State.

A new challenge awaits Harper and his boys at Boise State and at the University of Nevada at Las Vegas: Astroturf.